15TH & 16TH NOVEMBER 2021

DIVISION 1
WILLY’S PUB & BREWERY V ARGYLE ESTATE AGENTS
Slow start to the first quarter with it being back and forth, but soon picked up when Willy’s Rachael
Jones (GA) made some great long balls to Lucy Clark (GS) for them to go score.
Argyle Responded!!
Nippy Hayley Jennings (GA) made many connections from centre to shooter creating some super
netball play. Second quarter picked up dramatically Willy’s stormed ahead making some great goals
seconds from centre passes. Argyle’s Sophie Mason (GS) also making some cracking goals with her
crazy one handed shots. Willy’s leading 24 - 12
Half way and Willys have soon took control creating some great space…
Willy’s utilising the very edge of the court making some really smooth play from Laura Manners
(WA), Julie Steel (C) and Carol Newby (WD). Defending hard, Annis Lavric (GK) and Emma Appleby
(GD) not making it easy for Argyle AT ALL.
Last push now…
“The Cherrell sisters” Georgia (C) and Katy (WA) for Argyle, made an effort all game, getting back to
defend and getting space when attacking, never stopped marking … superb work!
Lastly Argyle, even being a player down Lisa Pickard (GD) and Sonia Hart (GK) still gave everything to
make those interceptions and rebounds.
Umpiring was very accurate, very fair with the decisions made! Fantastic efforts from Gwyneth Little
and Vicki Langton.
Good game, well done both teams and to both umpires
Willy’s were victors at the final whistle 51-25
Some might say Willys won on that day but it might have been down to their super sub/cheerleader
Lou Fisher. Who knows…

DIVISION 2
MARROWBONE & CLEAVER V BRING CARGO EXPRESS
Top of the table clash was played between Marrowbone & Cleaver and Bring Cargo Express on
Monday night.
Bring Cargo’s Roberta Jennings (GS) and Becky Boyd (GA) shooting was on point, rarely missing their
opportunities to score. However Marrowbone & Cleaver’s defence was strong. Kate Pearce (GK) and
Kate Clark (GD) made interceptions and passed play down to, and through centre court.
Marrowbone & Cleaver’s Jess Nuttell (C) linked with Vicki Jones (WA), and Michelle Murray and
Shelly Chapman (WD), seamlessly switching from defence to attack.
Bring Cargo Express’s Sophie Dunbar (C), Millie Magson (WA) and Sarah Jackson (WD) made strong
passes joining each end of the court.
Marrowbone & Cleaver’s attack Katie Augusta (GA) and Adrianne Grimley (GS) worked well together
for the first time. Katie Augusta fed the ball into Adrianne Grimley who held her space within the
shooting circle. Both attacking players shot well and scored consistently. Bring Cargo’s defence Casey
Barber (GD) and Faye Birch (GK) joined together creating a unified defence.
Marrowbone & Cleaver managed to maintain their lead gained in the first quarter, and go on and
win the game 48-42. The four quarter results show how close the game was throughout the hour,
play going back and forth with speed. (12-6, 26-18, 36-29, 48-42).
All in all, a fiercely contested and enjoyable match to play, and watch.
8TH & 9TH NOVEMBER 2021

DIVISION 2
BRING CARGO EXPRESS V CAMELOT CARS
A competitive game on Monday saw Camelot Cars v Bring Express take to the court.
1st quarter Camelot Cars GK made it difficult for the GS Roberta Jennings but feeding the balls well
into the shooting circle by Millie Magson and Sophie Dunbar and with the GA Becky Boyd optimising
the space saw Bring lead 12 Vs 6.
It was evenly matched throughout the quarter and some great interceptions by Michelle Hammond
GD linking with the Camelot Centre.
Sarah Jackson moved to Bring C in the 2nd quarter and was strong in attacking and defending
throughout the court. Jane Cortlett GS for Camelot inched her way through with short passes from
the outer edge to get closer to the goal and Brings defence Casey Barber GD and Faye Birch GK tried
to make it difficult, never giving up retrieved rebounds and interceptions, where they could. 2nd
quarter was 25 Vs 16 to Express.
Both teams made a number of changes in third quarter. Sophie Dunbar C and Sarah Jackson WA
worked hard together in a great combination through the court.
The heat stepped up in the final quarter with the score starting at 31 Vs 29. Brings Nicole Smith WD
supported her team in centre court and passed into attack and steadied the court play. The game
was evenly matched and the final minutes were nail biting for everyone even the umpires and
scorers, final score Bring Express won 42 - 39

1ST & 2ND NOVEMBER 2021

DIVISION 1
J. C. COOK V MARISCO WHITE
Marisco Kia McKenna (GA) and Aimee Tiplady © linked up really well from the start of the game
creating a smooth path from centre to net.
Attack for JC Cook were also flowing well with some fantastic balls being fed into the circle. The ball
was then shot through the net often from some distance away from the post.
This game demonstrated some equally matched play as it was goal for goal throughout the 4
quarters with Marisco taking the win by a fraction, 49 – 43.
A great match to watch, really competitive but played in good spirits. Well Done!

18TH & 19TH OCTOBER 2021

DIVISION 1
MARISCO BLUE V 3Q INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
Wow, what a match between Marisco blue and 3Q!
It could have gone either way with nail biting quarters for everyone involved.
The first quarter was pretty even with Marisco’s Amy Allenby (GS) connecting well with Amy
Kirkham (WA) and Nerys Hinchliffe ©, moving well in the circle to ensure the goals counted and at
half time there was only 1 goal in it.
3Q went back on court determined and with a couple of changes and bringing Ella Cooper on at GA
who scored some great goals, they took the lead by 6 at the end of half time.
Marisco came back fighting with Beth Revill (GD) making some good interceptions feeding nicely to
Amy Kirkham (WA), feeding into Ellie Rodger at GA, who had a great game taking the lead by 1 goal
at the third qtr.
The last quarter was all to play for, with some good court play from Zoe Hyams (C) for 3Q and some
interceptions by Fran Hague-Blundy (GD), 3Q managed to take the lead and won the game, final
score was 58 to 55. A great game enjoyed by all.

20TH & 21ST SEPTEMBER 2021

DIVISION 2
MARROWBONE & CLEAVER V KAZ’S CRUSADERS
First game of the season after a long COVID-19 enforced break to our loved sport. There were
nerves and excitement to get on court.
Marrowbone & Cleaver came out strong with Katie Augusta (C), Vicki Jones (WA) and Kate
Pearce (WD) connecting well in central court. They switched from defensive play, making
fantastic interceptions, to driving forward towards their attacking goal.
Kaz Crusaders attacked the game well with some fantastic goals, however Lucy Tomlinson (GD)
and Shelly Chapman (GK) worked superbly together in defence. The tight defence were able to
retrieve rebounds, feeding the ball back down the court linking seamlessly with the central
players.
Despite Kaz Crusaders strong defensive play, Emily Hall (GA) and Adrianne Grimley (GS) worked
fluently together producing some outstanding goals.
Marrowbone & Cleaver’s players worked together as a team, creating space and movement
across the court.
The well fought game saw Marrowbone & Cleaver take the win. The final result Marrowbone &
Cleaver 67 - 20 (23/4, 39/9, 51/14, 67/20)

DIVISION 3
G-FIT PERSONAL TRAINING V FUSSEY ENGINEERING
First game of the season as a new team, and a player down, but managed to keep our heads
together and win 27-25.
Though there was plenty of footwork, a few replays, and some crazy passes we thoroughly
enjoyed it. Without mistakes we cannot learn and we are excited to come back stronger each
week.
Playing a great team (Fussey Engineering), it was such a positive and friendly game with some
great shots by Tracey Glover (GS) and Janet Aina (GA)
Couldn’t have had started the league a better way.

